In the physical sciences a rigorous theory is a hierarchy of descriptions in which causal relationships between many general types of entity at a phenomenological level can be derived from causal relationships between smaller numbers of simpler entities at more detailed levels. The hierarchy of descriptions resembles the modular hierarchy created in electronic systems in order to be able to modify a complex functionality without excessive side effects. Such a hierarchy would make it possible to establish a rigorous scientific theory of consciousness. The causal relationships implicit in definitions of access consciousness and phenomenal consciousness are made explicit, and the corresponding causal relationships at the more detailed levels of perception, memory, and skill learning described. Extension of these causal relationships to physiological and neural levels is discussed. The general capability of a range of current consciousness models to support a modular hierarchy which could generate these causal relationships is reviewed, and the specific capabilities of two models with good general capabilities are compared in some detail.
Introduction
Investigations of consciousness have ranged from attempts to develop computational theories to the more limited goal of identifying the neural correlates of consciousness. One major element has been an argument around whether a scientific account of consciousness is possible, or whether there could be an explanatory gap in understanding how physiological processes generate the ''what it is like'' of consciousness.
The paradigm for a successful scientific theory is the physical sciences. This paper reviews some of the characteristics of physical theories as a model for what is needed for consciousness. Such theories establish hierarchies of description on many levels of detail in which causal relationships on one level can be mapped into causal relationships on any other level. It is then argued that the requirement to learn without undesirable side effects on prior learning will have forced the brain into the form of a modular functional hierarchy which has properties making it an effective vehicle for a hierarchical scientific theory.
The causal relationships implicit in generally used definitions of access and phenomenal consciousness are then made explicit. The equivalent but more detailed causal relationships observed in explicit and implicit mental processes are reviewed. A range of architectural models of consciousness are evaluated for their potential capability to support the causal relationships at the highest level, and two models are found to have such potential. The ability of these two models to support the causal relationships found in explicit and implicit mental processes are then considered in more detail, and the consistency of the models with psychology and physiology briefly evaluated.
The conclusion is reached that models of this type have some potential to become scientific theories of consciousness with explanatory capability analogous with theories in the physical sciences.
Characteristics of scientific theories
What could a scientific theory of consciousness tell us, and what would be the limits of such a theory? The physical sciences are often taken as the paradigm for rigorous scientific theory. In this domain theories have achieved a high degree of mathematical sophistication over the last 400 years. To define the nature of an effective theory of consciousness it is useful to analyze the nature of theories in the physical sciences. The aim of our discussion is to give a relatively simple view of what science aims to achieve. More extensive discussion from a similar viewpoint can be found in, for example, Lakatos (1970) or Salmon (1984) .
At the highest level, domains of human experience are the roots from which the physical sciences have developed. Experience of movement in day-to-day life, in hunting or in warfare, has led to theories of motion from Newtonian mechanics through Hamiltonian dynamics to special relativity and quantum electrodynamics. The ability to derive dates for planting crops from an understanding of the behaviour of stars and planets has led ultimately to theories of gravity from Newtonian to general relativity. The experiences of materials processing such as metalworking led to successively deeper sciences of matter from chemistry through atomic theory to quantum mechanics and on to string theory. Deeper theories provide accounts that unify multiple apparently independent domains at higher levels. This unification is achieved by using small sets of relatively simple concepts which can be combined in different ways to generate the concepts and causal relationships of the higher level theories. However, deeper theories do not in general completely replace higher level theories in the practice of science, although they may result in significant revisions. For example, the deeper level theory of quantum mechanics has not replaced the use of theories at the level of chemistry, and even research at the frontiers of quantum mechanics makes extensive use of classical physics (Greene, 1999, p. 380) . A successful theory on any level creates entities at that level of descriptive detail and causal relationships between those entities that correspond exactly with a range of data. Entities at a higher level package sets of deeper level entities in such a way that the higher level causal relationships can be specified without reference to the internal structure of those higher level entities. However, causal relationships between detailed entities must generate all the causal relationships which exist between the higher level entities. Some higher level relationships may be generated probabilistically from more detailed relationships, for example, the behaviour of gases from the statistics of large numbers of gas molecules.
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This definition of a successful theory has some similarities with the approach proposed by Machamer, Darden, and Craver (2000) , but with some important differences. Their approach is that the world should be conceived as being composed of entities and activities, and mechanisms are composed of entities and activities. Our definition of a causal relationship is essentially equivalent to their mechanism, and their definition of an activity is in our view equivalent to a way in which two entities can interact. The critical difference is that in our view, a driving force for the creation of multiple levels of description is that physical scientists, like all human beings, can only handle a limited amount of information at one time. They must therefore use a high level theory for thinking about broader phenomena, and then focus through successive levels of detail on more detailed theories. To keep the information content of descriptions on every level within human capabilities, entities must be arranged in hierarchies and defined in such a way that the interaction between two entities at a high level is a very small proportion of all the interactions within the population of more detailed entities which makes up the two higher level entities. Whether the entities have any ''absolute'' reality or are simply defined by humans as an aid to understanding is immaterial to our discussion.
For example, pre-atomic or macro chemistry established entities like sulphuric acid and caustic soda, and on a somewhat more detailed level entities like acids, alkalis, and salts. A consistent causal relationship (or law) on that level is acid plus an alkali generates a salt plus water. The number of different possible chemicals in macro chemistry is extremely large. Atomic theory uses less than one hundred different types of atom, and by means of intermediate entities like hydroxyl and hydrogen ions can generate the acid-plus-alkali law. However, a full end-to-end description of a macro chemistry process would be long and convoluted at the atomic level, because it would include a description of the behaviours of all the approximately 10 24 atoms making up a typical chemical reaction. The information content of such a description would make it too complex to be grasped within human cognitive capacities. In practice the physical sciences establish multiple levels of description to bridge the gap between macro phenomena and the most fundamental theories like quantum mechanics.
Bridging is achieved by creating descriptions at a detailed level for small but typical processes within a high level phenomenon, and determining consistency with the high level phenomenon as far as possible. Consistency means that the causal relationships between the high level entities in the process element are equivalent to the causal relationships between the groups of detailed entities making up the high level entities. Any inconsistency would invalidate the theory. If a large and representative sample of such consistency tests all give positive results, the detailed theory is considered valid. In this situation a correspondence exists between high and detailed level descriptions. In a successful theory, causal relationships at the deeper level predict unexpected but experimentally confirmable causal relationships at higher levels.
Note that the actual high level processes which occur in experience are only a tiny subset of all the high level processes which could conceivably occur given the detailed level entities. Although any conceivable high level process could be described in terms of the detailed entities, the subset which actually occurs is determined by the actual configuration of entities which happens to exist (in physical science terms, the boundary conditions). The identity of the subset cannot be determined a priori from the properties of the individual entities alone. In this sense the high level processes are ''emergent.'' A scientific theory of consciousness, by analogy with the physical sciences, would create descriptions of equivalent causal relationships on the level of consciousness and via a number of intermediate levels to a computationally and physiologically detailed description. There would be fewer types of entity and causal relationship at more detailed levels, but higher level entities would be made up of sets of more detailed entities, and the causal relationships at high level would be generated by the causal relationships between the equivalent entities at more detailed levels. However, the causal relationships between higher level entities could be described without reference to their internal structure.
The capability, at least in principle, to map phenomenological properties to neuron properties is an essential aspect of an effective theory. The ability of an intermediate theory to accurately model high level phenomena is a necessary but not sufficient condition for effectiveness. Thus in astronomy, the Ptolomaic theory of planetary motion based on epicycles around a hierarchy of mathematical points could account for observations at least as accurately as the Copernican model when that model was proposed. Addition of more epicycles could enable it to match observations to yet higher degrees of accuracy. However, a model based on orbits around mathematical points had much less capability for deeper level modeling than the Copernican model in which an orbit was generally related to the presence of an identifiable astronomical object at a central point in the orbit.
Mechanistic views of consciousness
Such a theory would be a mechanistic explanation, i.e., an explanation which ''treats [the cognitive] systems as producing a certain behaviour in a manner analogous to that of machines developed through human technology'' (Bechtel & Richardson, 1993) . What can be expected of such a theory of consciousness is an appreciation of how causal relationships at a deeper level give rise to the phenomena of consciousness at the phenomenological level, a better understanding of causal relationships at the psychological level, and a understanding of how silicon-based (electronic) systems might generate conscious phenomena.
A mechanistic explanation is generally taken to be computational in the broad sense of that term. Here the term ''computation'' is used to denote any process that can be realized computationally, ranging from chaotic dynamics (Freeman, 1995) and Darwinian competition (Edelman, 1989) , to quantum mechanics (Penrose, 1994 ; although we do not believe in its relevance). In terms of the sufficiency of such computational explanations, Jackendoff (1987) proposed the following hypothesis:
2 ''Every phenomenological distinction is caused by/supported by/projected from a corresponding computational distinction.'' A theory of consciousness which is analogous with a theory in physical sciences must first establish a set of entities or conditions C1, C2, C3, C4, etc. at a high level with consistent causal relationships such as the presence of C1 and C2 results in C3.
3 Then, the theory must also establish a smaller set of entities or conditions at a lower level so that different combinations of entities or conditions c1, c2, etc. correspond with the high level C1, C2, C3, C4, etc. in such a way that if C1 plus C2 causes C3 at the high level of description, then at the detailed level the combination of c1, c2, etc. corresponding with C1 plus C2 at high level causes the combination of c1, c2, etc. corresponding with C3 at high level. Descriptions at the high level contain less densely packed information than descriptions at a detailed level. This means that the number of entities which are needed on the detailed level in general should be smaller than the number of entities at the high level, and the number of different types of causal relationships at the detailed level generally should be smaller as well.
The lower density of descriptions at the higher level means that it is possible that many states at the detailed level could correspond with the same state at the higher level. We may generalize the token identity theory concerning psychophysical correspondence (see, e.g., Braddon-Mitchell & Jackson, 1996 ): instances of a high level (psychological) state are instances of detailed level (physical) states (i.e., correspondence of categories across levels). However, consistent with the supervenience principle (no mental difference without a physical difference, see Kim, 1993) , no two different states at high level can correspond with the same state at a detailed level.
Implications of the requirement for simple functional architectures
In support of the multiple level approach toward consciousness, consider the use of such an approach in other areas. It is not always realized that, for the design and management of complex systems (e.g., computers), hierarchies of descriptions exist on many levels of detail. In such systems, a ''functional architecture'' exists which makes it possible to describe the operation of the system on many levels of detail. For example, carrying out a spell check within a word processing program could be described at the highest level as ''check the spelling of all the words in this 2 Critics such as Edelman (1989 ), Freeman (1995 , Damasio (1994) , Penrose (1994) , Searle (1980) failed to show that computation, in general, cannot account for the nature of consciousness, although they had some legitimate complaints about specific computational approaches and models.
3 Such causal relationships might include: perception of a red object and a verbal input of ''What color is that'' causes the perceiver to say ''That is red''; or perception of a red object and a verbal input of ''What are your feelings right now'' causes the perceiver to say ''I feel sad''. document.'' At a more detailed level, the description might include elements such as ''load the spelling tool from hard disk to RAM.'' At yet more detailed levels the description would include software instructions such as ''(test ¼ a) whileTrue: [do . . ..]'' and at an even deeper level would include assembly code instructions such as ''add 1,xy.'' In such a functional architecture, the functionality of the system at the highest level is expressed as functional requirements which are separated into relatively independent modules. Each module is separated into sub-modules, submodules into yet smaller components and so on until the smallest functional elements of the system are reached. In a complex real time system such as a telecommunications switch (Nortel Networks, 2001) , there may be seven or eight levels of description from highest level functional requirements to executable machine code level, and a similar number of levels of description for the hardware, from system description to transistor, which interact at different levels with the software hierarchy. The modularization is strongly constrained: all modules on one level should perform roughly the same proportion of system operations, and although information exchange between modules is essential to coordinate functionality, such information exchange should be minimized as far as possible. A module is defined as a group of system operations which interact (i.e., exchange information) more strongly within the group that outside the group. The widely used concept of information hiding introduced by Parnas (1972) , in which a module processes information hidden from other modules, is another way of expressing this definition. Minimization of information exchange overall is equivalent to requiring that the difference between internal and external interaction is as large as possible across all modules in the system. The reasons for modular architectures are that such architectures make it easier to modify functionality, diagnose and repair problems, and perform relatively independent design by different designers (see, e.g., Bass, Clements, & Kazman, 1998; Kamel, 1987) .
To understand these reasons, imagine a design process in which (in a caricature of biological evolution) a large number of technicians were given a large number of devices and told to connect at random. Periodically the result would be tested, and eventually a system found which performed as required. There are some severe problems with such a system. There are no blueprints which can guide the process of building another copy: the only option is to duplicate the original, device by device, connection by connection. If an error were made in such a duplication process a functional problem would result, but there would be no easy way to use the knowledge of the problem to identify and correct the error. Similarly, if a device failed during operation it would be very hard to identify which device was defective. Finally, device level changes would generate complex and unpredictable functional changes, and if there was a need to modify the functionality in a controlled fashion there would be no way to identify what device level changes would produce the desired functional modifications (Coward, 1999b) . There should therefore be relatively simple logical paths which can relate high level system functionality to the operations of transistors and elements of code. The hierarchy of modules as described makes it possible for such paths to exist.
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Such a hierarchy of modules is effectively a hierarchy of descriptions of exactly the same functionality at different levels of detail. Biological brains are not the result of a deliberate design 4 The requirement for a hierarchy of this type only occurs if the system must perform a very complex combination of interacting features with limited information handling resources in such a way that some features can be changed without side effects on other features. In most artificial neural network and robotic applications the set of features performed is small relative to the resources available, and the need for the hierarchy is much less.
process, but are constrained by the needs to be constructed from DNA ''blueprints,'' recover from construction errors and damage, and learn new behaviors without introducing random, undesirable changes into existing behaviors. Coward (2001) has therefore argued that selection pressures deriving from the advantages of ease of construction, recovery from damage, and unconfused learning might result in brains being constrained to adopt simple functional architectures as defined earlier. Brains may therefore have an intrinsic ''description'' hierarchy 5 which could link the phenomena of consciousness to those of physiology. Within such an architecture, high level descriptions of the phenomena of consciousness could be mapped through successively more detailed descriptions.
In cognitive science many different types of module have been proposed, including peripheral modules, domain specific modules, and anatomical modules. Proposed peripheral modules include early vision, face recognition, and language. Such modules take information from a particular modality and only perform a specific range of functions. Proposed domain specific modules include driving a car or flying an airplane (Hirschfeld & Gelman, 1994; Karmiloff-Smith, 1992) . In such modules highly specific knowledge and skill is well developed in a particular domain but does not translate easily into other domains. Anatomical modules are isolatable anatomical regions of the brain which work in relative independence (Damasio, 1994) . In an early discussion of cognitive modules, Fodor (1983) proposed that such modules should have proprietary input domains and dedicated neural hardware, and generate information in accordance with algorithms which are not shared with or accessible to other modules (i.e., information hiding as defined by Parnas, 1972) .
All these module definitions can be interpreted as different instantiations of the requirement for less external interaction than internal interaction. Different types of modules may be an effective way to achieve minimized information exchange in different parts of the system.
6 Marr (1982) argued that complete understanding of an information processing device required understanding on three levels: the levels of computational theory, representation and algorithm, and hardware implementation. However, MarrÕs position was that the three levels are only loosely coupled, since ''The choice of algorithm is influenced, for example, by what it has to do and by the hardware in which it must run. But there is a wide choice available at each level, and the explication of each level involves issues that are rather independent of the other two.'' Functional architecture based description hierarchies are rather different. The functionality described on each level is precisely the same, the difference is only in the information density (level of details) and the length of the description, and in the smaller number of entities needed by descriptions at the more detailed level. Causal relationships at one level will always have to correspond with causal relationships at other levels.
The definition of consciousness
Even the concept of consciousness is controversial, because of the wide range of different phenomena to which the term ''conscious'' is applied, and because of the difficulty of objective measurement. A recent attempt at a definition was that of Block (1995) who distinguished between access consciousness, monitoring consciousness, self consciousness, and phenomenal consciousness. Access conscious was defined as the ability to report and act upon experiences. Block suggested that this ability is equivalent to the existence of some representation of the experience in the brain, the content of which is available for verbal report and for high level processes such as conscious judgments, reasoning, and the planning and guidance of action. Monitoring consciousness refers to thoughts about oneÕs sensations as distinct from the sensations. Self consciousness refers to thoughts about self. Phenomenal consciousness refers to the qualitative nature of experience, for example why the experience of the colour red feels as it does and not like something else.
In order to establish a description hierarchy based theory, the first requirement is a definition of consciousness which includes causal relationships between cognitive entities. To make the causal relationships implicit in the Block definition explicit, consider the following scenario and behaviours which might result.
In the scenario, a person with a sore ankle is out walking with a companion, and encounters a tree partially blocking the path. One behaviour is simple avoidance: stepping around the tree in a way which minimizes the stress on the sore ankle. A second behaviour is speaking a warning ''mind the tree'' to the companion. A third behaviour is to make the comment ''Do you see that tree? ItÕs a Hemlock.'' A fourth behaviour is to notice the pain from the ankle, and take a little longer to decide how to place the feet in getting around the tree. A fifth behaviour is to plan how the feet are placed to minimize stress, remember how a stumble caused the soreness, and to become irritated at the carelessness which caused the stumble.
The first behaviour can generally be unconscious. Sensory input from the tree and the sore ankle, etc. generates some activation state internal to the brain which leads to avoidance behavior but does not lead to higher cognitive functions or verbal report. The third behaviour falls within the definition of access consciousness. The internal brain activation state in response to the tree (or ''representation'') generates both cognitive processing and a complex verbal report. The second behaviour is of interest because it appears to indicate that simple verbal warnings can be initiated by an unconscious activation without much cognitive processing.
The entities and causal relationships suggested by these scenarios could be visual input from a tree, pain input from the ankle, unconscious activation, conscious activation (using this term in preference to ''representation'' because the latter term carries implications which may or may not be present), avoidance behaviour, verbal warning behaviour, higher cognitive behaviour (including associative thinking, and verbal report of associative thinking). Sensory input can cause an unconscious and/or a conscious activation. An unconscious activation can cause avoidance behaviour and simple verbal warnings. A conscious activation can cause avoidance behaviour and simple verbal warnings, and can also cause higher cognitive processing and complex verbal reports of that processing.
In the fourth behaviour, the pain from the ankle generates a conscious activation which includes associative thinking and affects behaviour generation and which also has the capability of generating a complex verbal report. This fourth behavior corresponds with monitoring consciousness. In the fifth behaviour, visual input from the feet generates a conscious activation, again with associative thinking, effects on emotion (creating irritation), and the capability of generating a complex verbal report. This fifth behaviour corresponds with self consciousness. The fourth and fifth behaviours do not generate any qualitatively different causal relationships.
Phenomenal consciousness is a somewhat different case because it is not immediately obvious what causal relationships are relevant, although clearly there is something which it is believed justifies further explanation. The argument is made that there is ''something that it is like'' to experience a pain or a colour. Furthermore, although there is nothing that it is like to be a book or a rock, there is something that it is like to be you or me (Nagel, 1974) .
A possible approach, which Dennett (2001) has labeled heterophenomenology, is to regard first person reports as phenomena which must be explained from a third person viewpoint, and focus on the behaviour which results from different conscious activations. The conscious experience of a pain or a colour is felt to have a complex structure which is dynamic and may be different for experiences of similar conditions on different occasions. However, it is extremely hard to describe that complexity. Hence the causal relationships associated with phenomenal consciousness are firstly that conscious activations can generate verbal reports of the presence of complexity and of differences between activations in response to similar conditions, but cannot generate verbal reports of the details of the complexity. Secondly, conscious activations in response to similar conditions can generate different behaviours such as different emotional states.
The causal relationship that conscious activations can generate complex verbal reports and unconscious activations cannot is essentially equivalent to the widely used accessibility distinction between conscious and unconscious processes (see, e.g., Clark, 1992; Hadley, 1995) . Directly accessible means, for example, that such processes can be expressed verbally without complex intermediate interpretive or transformational steps. Unconscious processes are not accessible directly (see, e.g., Berry & Broadbent, 1988; Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1987; Heidegger, 1927; Reber, 1989; Sun, 1999) .
The function of consciousness
Another question which must be addressed is the functional or behavioural value of consciousness. One suggestion is the veto view of Libet (1985) , or a more general counterbalance view (Kelley & Jacoby, 1993) . However, in these views, the reason unconsciously initiated actions need counterbalance, whether in the form of occasional veto or some other form, is not addressed (Sun, 1999) . Reber (1989) , Stanley, Mathews, Buss, and Kotler-Cope (1989) , and others have proposed that conscious and unconscious processes are suitable for different situations. The earlier language/planning view of Crick and Koch (1990) suggests that consciousness enables the use of language and explicit planning. This view of theirs does not indicate the advantages over language and planning generated by unconscious processes. Jaynes (1976) suggested that conscious pro-cessing generates better behaviour in very complex social situations requiring consideration of past experiences of many different and unique individuals. Interestingly, Jaynes suggested that conscious processing makes use of mechanisms originally established to support speech. The relationship between language and conscious processing has been extensively debated. Carruthers (2002) has reviewed a number of alternatives, from views that language is conceptually necessary for conscious thinking to views that language is a support structure for the construction of human thought processes. Sun (1994 Sun ( , 1999 suggested that conscious and unconscious processes are based upon different representations of the external world, and that the two processes are therefore alternative approaches to generating behaviour. In this view there is synergy between the two approaches (Sun, 1994 (Sun, , 1995 (Sun, , 1999 . As indicated by psychological data (e.g., on implicit learning and implicit memory), conscious processes tend to be more crisp and focused (selective), while unconscious processes tend to be more complex, broadly scoped (unselective), and context-sensitive (see Berry & Broadbent, 1988; Reber, 1989; Seger, 1994 regarding complexity; see Hayes & Broadbent, 1988 regarding selectivity). Hence there can be synergy between the two types of process.
There is psychological evidence in favour of the synergy view, Willingham, Nissen, & Bullemer, 1989) . Synergy has also been demonstrated through computer simulation, in the domains of commonsense reasoning (Sun, 1994 (Sun, , 1995 and in skill learning of tasks similar to the cognitive experimental tasks (Sun, 1999; Sun, Merrill, & Peterson, 2001) .
Conscious processes also enables meta-level processes (Nelson, 1993) . Such meta-level processes and manipulation can include selection of reasoning methods, controlling the direction of reasoning, and evaluating its progress. Meta-level processes can be developed on top of meta-level processes, providing many levels of self-control of mental processes. Meta-level control of unconscious processes is more difficult, and the need for such processes provides another need for synergy.
At a deeper level of description (Sun, 1999) has suggested that conscious processes are characterized by explicit (i.e., localist or symbolic) representations with explicit meta-level control. Unconscious processes are characterized by distributed representations without meta-level control. Synergy results from the interaction of the two different types of representations and therefore two types of processes for generating behaviour. This approach has been implemented in the CLARION system (Sun et al., 2001) .
This synergy view incorporates some of the other views of the functional role of consciousness discussed earlier. Synergy would mean an effective veto on an unconsciously generated behaviour in some circumstances. Similarly, as in the situational difference view, in some cases it may be advantageous to use only the conscious or only the unconscious process. For example, if a task has been extensively practiced there is no longer a need for synergy, and unconscious processes alone are adequate. Conscious processes are then available for other tasks, as in the phenomenon of automatization. In the synergy view conscious language/planning is used on top of unconscious processes because of improved performance through the interaction of both types of processes.
Another alternative view of the function of conscious processes is the expansion of the range of information available to determine appropriate behavior in a given situation (Baars, 1988; Coward, 1990; Jaynes, 1976) . In this view, unconscious and conscious states are more of a continuum: as the range of information activated in response to a perceived object expands, the range of available alternative behaviours expands. To give a simple example, consider what happens when an object such as a tree is perceived. Direct sensory input generates some kind of mental activation which could be interpreted as alternative behavioral recommendations including to walk around the tree. However, if the range of activity is expanded to include information recorded in the past when similar activations were present, it could include memories of past experiences in which trees have been a factor, including information recorded about the activities during those experiences. This function might be of limited value in generating behavior in relatively simple situations such as in avoiding walking into the tree, but would be particularly important for generating behavior in extremely complex situations or to generate complex verbal reports. Activation of information about a number of past situations with some resemblance to the current situation, including the behaviors adopted and their consequences, might make it possible to synthesize a more sophisticated behavior in the current situation. In this view speech perception operates by expanded activation of information (Coward, 1999b) and therefore operates by a similar mechanism to consciousness. Baars (1997) suggests that consciousness is a major biological adaption which has acquired multiple functions in the general domain of developing appropriate behaviour in response to novel, challenging, and information rich events. Such functions include learning under very novel conditions, providing context information to supplement direct perceptual information, and various prioritization and decision making functions. The capability to expand the information available to support generation of behaviour beyond immediate perceptual information would support many of the more specific functions suggested by Baars. The expanded activation of information corresponds with the fringe of nonsensory experiences which in ManganÕs (2001) argument surrounds a conscious experience.
At a deeper level of description a mechanism is required to activate the additional information most likely to be relevant for behaviour. One mechanism is to activate information which has often been active in the past at the same time as currently active information (Coward, 1990) . This past activity mechanism requires that all the units of recorded information which form the basis for declarative knowledge are conditions which have actually occurred in the past, but which are simply combinations of raw sensory inputs or of other conditions recorded without a priori guidance. Such conditions will therefore only correlate partially with cognitively significant features. These conditions are therefore functionally ambiguous in the sense that a cognitive feature would be indicated by the presence of any large subset of the set of conditions recorded when objects with the feature have been experienced in the past, and one condition could be part of the set for many features. In unconscious processing, only conditions actually present in current sensory inputs are activated. In conscious processing a population of additional conditions is activated. These additional conditions are those often present in the past when the already active conditions were also active. The expanded population will contain small subsets of the information which would be active in response to direct perception of a range of sensory objects which have often been present in the past at the same time as the current sensory object. This approach has been implemented in the recommendation architecture (Coward, 2001) .
The functional role of phenomenal consciousness has been regarded as a far more difficult question. The concept of Ôqualia,Õ referring to the Ôphenomenal contentÕ of conscious experience ( Block, 1995; Chambers, 1995; Nagel, 1974) presents difficulties for the view that the defining feature of a mental state is the set of causal relationships which it has with other states and with behaviour. Searle (1980) made the argument that a functional organization capable of generating behavior is not a necessary and sufficient condition for consciousness. It might then be argued that if cognitive functioning can occur without qualia, then qualia may not have a functional role.
However, such a second logical step is not valid. There could be a range of different states at a detailed level which generate the same externally observed behavior, some of which correspond with phenomenal consciousness and others do not. For example, a wide range of different functions can be implemented in an electronic system using general purpose microprocessors. With the same transistor technology, most such functions could be implemented to run faster with special purpose hardware. The fact that a function can be implemented without a microprocessor does not prove that microprocessors have no functional role.
A more urgent issue is the physical nature of phenomenal consciousness. As suggested in Section 4, one approach is a greater structural and dynamic complexity to conscious processes. In the representational difference view, qualia might be accounted for by the totality of a multimodal multi-level organization and its collective states. These total-states are of very high complexity because they involve a nexus of external perception in many modes: internal states, emotion, implicit and explicit memory, and so forth (Sun, 1999) . This nexus was termed the ''manifold'' by Van Gulick (1993) , and the ''superposed complex'' by Lloyd (1995) . In this approach, as argued by Sun (1999) , complexity of organization may explain the difficulty of describing phenomenal experiences (i.e., qualia).
An analogous conclusion follows from the expanded ambiguous information view. The unconscious perception of, for example, the colour red, would correspond with activation of only those information combinations which had been almost invariably present when a red colour had been perceived in the past. As the activation is expanded, it includes more fragments of information derived from an increasing range of objects which happened to be red, or objects which happened to be present when red objects were also present in the past (Coward, 1999b) . Initially, this population could cause a verbal report of the initial object (i.e., red) but not in general a verbal report of other objects. However, as the active population expands, it may at some point contain enough information derived from one object type to activate yet more information present when such objects were present in the past, creating a conscious activation. Populations would be sensitive to the exact combination of recent experiences (i.e., the starting point for the definition of similarity), the degree to which the population was expanded (i.e., the degree of similarity to the starting point which was required for activation), and the profile of past experience (i.e., which objects had been present at similar times). The populations corresponding with conscious activations would therefore have a complexity which was not in general accessible to verbal report, and exhibit considerable variation between individuals and in response to apparently similar perceived conditions.
In both the synergy and the ambiguous information activation accounts, the complexity of organization is thus used explain the ÔirreducibilityÕ of phenomenal experience, and the difficulty of describing qualia. In both cases qualia are the result of the functional architecture of the system, and the activations which generate the subjective experience of qualia also serve useful functions (Coward, 1999b; Nelson, 1993; Sun, 1999) .
The psychology of consciousness
There has been extensive experimental work in the areas of perception, memory and skill acquisition (see for example Kirsner et al., 1998) . This work has often been interpreted in terms of theoretical distinctions between implicit and explicit mental processes and between declarative and procedural knowledge, There has been criticism of these distinctions, but we believe that the level of description immediately below the general definition of consciousness and its functions should describe observed mental processes in a causal fashion consistent with the causal relationships at the higher level. Although we use the implicit and explicit terminology, this use of experimental results is independent of theoretical interpretations of these results.
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In general, explicit and implicit phenomena have been distinguished by the presence or absence of access consciousness (Schacter & Graf, 1986) . The distinction between implicit and explicit had one of its origins in the observation of memory deficits (for example corresponding with the kinds of memory tasks amnesiacs can and cannot perform; Dunn, 1998) . In amnesiacs such as patients with KorsakoffÕs syndrome (Butters, 1984) , the most obvious symptoms are the inability to create new declarative memories. However, there is an ability to learn skills even though there is no memory of the skill learning experience. For example, performance in solving the Tower of Hanoi problem steadily improves over a number of sessions, even though at the beginning of each session the patient has no memory of seeing the problem before (Cohen, Eichenbaum, Deacedo, & Corkin, 1985) .
Implicit and explicit perception
In the dichotic listening experiments of Triesman (1960) , subjects were presented with two sections of very different text, one to each ear. They were asked to repeat aloud (to shadow) the text heard by one specific ear only. Part way through the presentation, the two texts were switched between ears. The subjects tended to respond by (erroneously) switching to repeating the text from the other ear (i.e., the meaningful continuation). At the end of the presentation, some content could be recalled from the shadowed text but not from the other text. In terms of the high level definitions of consciousness, the input of the shadowed text generated an activation corresponding with access consciousness. This activation generated verbal report (i.e., shadowing) and the recording of information which was accessible to later conscious activations. The input of the unshadowed text to the unselected ear generated an unconscious activation which could change the processing but could not generate verbal report or record information accessible to a subsequent conscious activation.
At this deeper level there are therefore a number of causal relationships. Firstly, sensory inputs can generate both a conscious and an unconscious activation at the same time. There may only be one conscious activation, but there could be multiple unconscious activations with respect to different sensory inputs from those generating the conscious activation. Secondly, only a conscious activation can result in recording of information which is accessible to a future conscious activation. Thirdly, an unconscious activation performs enough semantic or equivalent processing of its sensory inputs to generate a cognitively appropriate change to the source of inputs to the conscious activation.
These hypothesized causal relationships are consistent with the causal relationships at the higher, general consciousness level and add detail to those causal relationships.
Implicit and explicit memory
Consider now the differences between explicit and implicit memory (Kirsner, 1998) . In laboratory testing of both normal and amnesiac subjects, two frequently used types of explicit memory testing are free recall and recognition. In free recall, subjects are presented with lists of words or other objects and in a subsequent test phase asked to recall the items on the list. Recognition testing is similar except that in the test phase subjects are supplied with items and asked if they occurred in the original list. A typical test of implicit memory is repetition priming. In one form of repetition priming, subjects are presented with letter strings which may or may not be English words. The subject is asked to classify each letter string as a genuine word or meaningless string, and the time taken to reach a decision measured. In the first phase of the experiment a series of strings are presented. In the second phase another series containing both strings from the first series and new strings are presented. It is found that the reaction time to classify repeated strings is shorter than for new strings.
There are a number of dissociations between explicit and implicit memory which indicate separate underlying mechanisms (Kirsner, 1998) . In explicit memory, unless subjects are asked to make old/new judgments immediately, accuracy is low and declines systematically as a function of time (Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977; Tulving, Schacter, & Stark, 1982) . Explicit memory is associated with access consciousness, while implicit memory is not (Schacter & Graf, 1986; Shimamura, 1986) . Performance in explicit memory testing is strongly affected by organization of the material to be remembered, but such organization has minimal effect on implicit memory (Schacter, Bowers, & Booker, 1989) . Implicit memory is more strongly reduced by changes to the lexical form of words than explicit memory (Forbach, Stanners, & Hochhaus, 1974) .
Consider now the causal relationships implicit in these results. Visual perception of a letter string can generate a conscious activation. Information recorded in such an activation includes links between the word and the context in which the word appeared (i.e., on a list which included specific other words as part of a test). However, this information can only be accessed by a conscious activation and the ability to access the information declines rapidly with time. A later conscious activation generated by a combination of a word and a reminder of the context can test whether information linking word and context was recorded in the past, or the conscious activation generated by a reminder of the context can generate a conscious activation which can in turn generate speaking words which were present in that context. A visual perception of a letter string can generate an unconscious activation, and the activation can generate a simple verbal behaviour (e.g., saying yes or no).
Implicit and explicit skill learning
A concept used to describe cognitive skill acquisition is the distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge. Declarative knowledge is said to be knowledge of objects and events which is recorded during higher cognitive processes or consciousness and can be accessed by such processes. Procedural knowledge is said to be knowledge of how to perform a cognitive skill and is inaccessible to conscious processes (Anderson, 1983) .
Procedural knowledge can be highly efficient once it has been developed and can work independently without consciousness in many cases (e.g., Anderson, 1983 Anderson, , 1993 Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1987) . Cognitive skills can be acquired without acquisition of new declarative knowledge, as demonstrated by the earlier discussion of KorsakoffÕs syndrome patients learning to solve the Tower of Hanoi problem.
Declarative knowledge may be acquired later than procedural knowledge. In a dynamic control task, Stanley et al. (1989) found that the development of declarative knowledge paralleled but lagged behind the development of procedural knowledge. Even in high-level cognitive skill acquisition such as learning to design psychological experiments, VanLehn (1995) and Schraagen (1993) report that such learning often involves generalizing specific knowledge to form generic schemas in addition to specializing general knowledge to specific situations. There can be inconsistencies between procedural and declarative knowledge of a skill, as revealed by studies of specialist expertise. ''In some areas of expertise, there is a dissociation between what experts say they do and what they do..... [An expert verbal] description typically bears only a superficial relationship to the expertise'' (Speelman, 1998) . Verbal descriptions by experts describing their expertise often correspond with beginner methods rather than actual methods, and requiring a verbal description can even result in the expert reverting to the less effective beginner method (Bainbridge, 1977; Berry, 1987) .
However, declarative knowledge is also advantageous in many situations. Declarative knowledge can speed up the learning process when constructed on-line during skill learning Sun, Peterson, & Merrill, 1996) , declarative knowledge can facilitate the transfer of a skill (Sun & Peterson, 1999; Willingham et al., 1989) by speeding up learning in new settings, and declarative knowledge can help in the communication of knowledge and skills to others.
There are therefore a number of causal relationships that can be hypothesized in explicit and implicit learning. Conscious activations can record and access declarative knowledge, but unconscious activations cannot. Both conscious and unconscious activations can generate behaviour and lead to procedural knowledge. However, conscious activations may generate behaviours which are inconsistent with those generated by unconscious activations. A conscious activation will often be less effective in generating skilled behaviour than an unconscious activation.
Architectural models of consciousness
At the next level of descriptive detail, separation of the cognitive system into subsystems is required. The separation must be such that the causal relationships between processes in the different subsystems correspond with the causal relationships at higher levels. The argument was made earlier that there are reasons for the existence of a functional modular hierarchy in the brain which provides the appropriate separation. In such a hierarchy, information exchange between modules is required to coordinate their different functions, but in order to make functional change without side effects feasible, the separation into modules must be such that this information exchange is minimized overall as far as possible (Coward, 2001 ). This information exchange minimization requirement may conflict with the otherwise desirable objective that subsystems correspond exactly with different major cognitive functionalities.
Many architectural models have aimed at a two subsystem separation which corresponds with the distinction between implicit and explicit mental processes. The differences between the two subsystems in such architectural models can be in knowledge organization, in knowledge content, in knowledge representation, or in knowledge processing.
For instance, Anderson (1993) proposed in his ACT-R model that there are two types of knowledge: declarative knowledge is represented by semantic networks, and is consciously accessible; procedural knowledge is represented by production rules, and is inaccessible. The difference thus lies in the different way of organizing knowledge: whether knowledge is organized in an actioncentered way (procedural knowledge) or in an action independent way (declarative knowledge). Both types of knowledge are implemented symbolically (using either symbolic semantic networks or symbolic production rules). The model has difficulty with the qualitative phenomenological differences between the conscious and the unconscious (e.g., in terms of conscious accessibility). Although the knowledge organization is apparently different between semantic networks and production rules (with different degrees of action-centeredness), the difference appears insufficient to account for the qualitative phenomenological difference, since both are symbolically represented (along with numerical measures) and fundamentally the same. As Lebiere, Wallach, and Taatgen (1998) have acknowledged in their work on implicit and explicit learning in ACT-R, ''One of the defining properties of implicit learning, the fact that it is not a conscious process, is harder to operationalize. . ... The closest you can get . . . is the notion that implicit learning is not guided by learning intentions, but is rather a by-product of normal processing.' ' Hunt and Langman (1986) model is almost the exact opposite of AndersonÕs model, although the emphasis is on knowledge access (as opposed to knowledge organization). In their model, the ''deliberate'' process of production matching and firing, which is serial, is assumed to be a conscious process, while the spreading activation (Collins & Loftus, 1975) in semantic networks, which is massively parallel, is assumed to be an unconscious process. Despite the different emphases, the issue with this model is the same, the differences between conscious and unconscious processes in the model do not on their own level and in their own terms generate the necessary causal relationships of conscious and unconscious processes. (A number of other views had the same issue, such as Bower, 1996; Logan, 1988 , & so on).
There have also been various proposals in neurobiology that there are different processing pathways in the brain, some of which lead to conscious awareness while others do not. For example, Milner and Goodale (1995) , Damasio et al. (1990), and LeDoux (1992) proposed various versions of this view. Likewise, Schacter (1990) and Revonsuo (1993) suggested, based on neuropsychological data, that multiple modules coexist in the brain, each of which performs specialized processing (without incurring conscious awareness), with the exception of one module that is solely responsible for conscious awareness. Each of the specialized modules sends its output to the conscious module and thus makes the output consciously accessible. The issue of these biologically motivated two-system views is that, although there is ample biological evidence that indicates the existence of multiple pathways (in visual, language, and other processing modes), some of which are correlated with conscious awareness while some others are not, it is less clear why some result in consciousness while others do not, that is, what is different, mechanistically or computationally, between these different pathways.
Yet another two system view is based on the representational difference. As proposed in Sun (1994 Sun ( , 1995 Sun ( , 1999 , different representational forms (in different subsystems) may be used to explain the qualitative phenomenological difference between the conscious and the unconscious. According to connectionist theorizing (Sun, 1995) , in localist (or symbolic) representation, one distinct entity (e.g., a node in a connectionist model) represents a concept. Therefore, the representation is easily accessible. In distributed representation, a non-exclusive set of entities (e.g., a set of nodes in a connectionist network) are used for representing one concept and the representations of different concepts overlap each other; that is, a concept is represented as a pattern of activations over a set of entities (a set of nodes). Therefore, the representation is not easily accessible (relatively speaking). The mechanistic difference in accessibility between the two types of representation accounts for the phenomenological difference in accessibility between conscious and unconscious. To put this in a more simplistic way, verbal reports (speech) can be generated more easily from a localist representation. This view has been implemented in the CLARION model, which has two components using localist and distributed representations respectively (see Sun et al., 2000) .
In the recommendation architecture (RA) model (Coward, 1990 (Coward, , 1999a (Coward, , 2000 , an exact correspondence between the two subsystems and implicit and explicit mental processes is not present. Knowledge content, representation and processing differ between the two subsystems. In one subsystem, called clustering, knowledge is recorded about individual perceptual events. This knowledge is functionally (i.e., behaviourally) ambiguous. The behavioural ambiguity limits undesirable behavioural side effects of recording new information (Coward, 2001 ). In the other subsystem, called competition, consequence feedback is used to create and record knowledge of the behavioural implications of the perceptual knowledge recorded in clustering. In this model, both explicit and implicit processes require knowledge recorded in both subsystems. The difference is that a much wider range of information is activated in conscious processes.
There have also been proposals that different processing modes in the same system give rise to conscious and unconscious processing (Dennett, 1991) . For example, Baars (1988) suggested that some sort of coherence in the activities of the brain gives rise to consciousness. Baars (1988 Baars ( , 1997 developed the classical theatre metaphor for consciousness into a specific theory. In this global workspace theory there are many processes active within a working memory ''stage,'' and an attention ''spotlight'' highlights one of these processes. The highlighted process is the current content of consciousness. Working memory processes compete to enter the ''spotlight,'' and information generated by the successful process is provided to a wide range of unconscious processes for learning and behaviour generation. Franklin and his collaborators (Franklin & Graesser, 1999) have implemented a system with a global workspace architecture, and demonstrated that the system generates a wide range of behaviour analogous with consciousness. Mathis and Mozer (1996) proposed that being in a stable attractor of a neural network leads to consciousness. Crick and Koch (1990) suggested that synchronous firing of neurons in the gamma band of the EEG leads to conscious awareness. Damasio (1994) associated a reverberation of information flows in various cortical and sub-cortical areas with consciousness.
An attempt to establish a relationship between coherence and conscious is part of the theory proposed by OÕBrien and Opie (1998) . In this theory the brain is modeled as a large collection of neural networks. Any stable pattern of activation in one network corresponds with a symbolic representation, and any symbolic representation is phenomenally conscious. Another attempt is that of Tononi and Edelman (1998) , who argue that a neural activation corresponding with consciousness should interact more strongly internally than with the rest of the system, and should be able to give rise to a large repertoire of different activity patterns. Such properties would account for the observations that conscious experiences are integrated and the number of different conscious experiences which can be accessed over a short time is large.
The difficulty with these views is that despite many useful insights, there is no explanation why coherence (whether it is in the form of attractors, reverberation, or synchronous firing) leads to consciousness. In other words, it is not clear how the difference between coherent and incoherent states generates the causal relationships observed at the highest level of description of conscious phenomenology.
Criteria for an effective architectural model
Given the objective of a mechanistic or scientific theory of consciousness defined as a consistent hierarchy of causal descriptions from cognitive to physiological levels, what are the essential requirements for an architectural model?
Firstly, causal relationships at the definition and psychological levels must have corresponding causal relationships in the model. For example, the relationships that conscious processes can cause complex verbal reports but unconscious processes cannot must follow from the structure of the model. Secondly, the qualitative differences between conscious and unconscious processes must be reflected in qualitative differences between corresponding processes in the model. However, it is not enough to identify differences in the model, it must be clear how the difference in the model processes causes different behavioural responses, such as verbal reports expressing the difficulty of describing conscious perceptions.
Thirdly, the major subsystems of the model should somehow correspond with major physical structures in the brain, and causal relationships between the subsystems must correspond with causal relationships between those physical structures. For example, the type of connectivity between subsystems and sequence of subsystem activation during a cognitive process must resemble that observed in major brain structures. This correspondence must also exist at more detailed levels, with model subsystems corresponding with modules observed in the brain, such as layers, areas and columns in the cortex and nuclei in subcortical structures. At a yet deeper level the causal relationships between devices in the model must correspond with causal relationships between neurons, although clearly detailed modeling at this level has not yet been achieved.
To illustrate the need for consistent causal relationships between psychological descriptions and models, consider the differences between three implemented models: the ACT model (Anderson, 1993) , CLARION (Sun et al., 2000) , and the RA (Coward, 2001) . In the ACT model there are two types of knowledge, but both are symbolically represented (along with numerical measures). There is nothing in the model which demonstrates at the model level that conscious processes cause verbal reports but unconscious processes do not. In the case of CLARION, knowledge coded in local representations can easily generate speech but knowledge coded in distributed representations cannot easily do so. The difference in causal relationships at the psychological level is intrinsic to the model. In the RA, physical behavioural responses can be generated by much smaller activated information populations than those required to generate complex verbal reports, although physical behaviours can also be generated by the larger activated populations. Again, the causal relationships at the psychological level are intrinsic to the model.
To illustrate the issue of the qualitative difference between conscious and unconscious perceptions, in ACT both types of activation are symbolic (along with numerical measures). In CLARION the type of representation is different, and in RA the type of activated information is different.
8 Thus in ACT there is no clear causal relationship between the different nature of conscious and unconscious activations and the type of verbal reports generated by conscious activations (e.g., ''these activations have a richness which is hard to express in words'') but in CLARION and RA there are such causal relationships.
Thus both CLARION and RA have potential to establish the modular description hierarchies required for a scientific theory of consciousness, while many alternative models have more serious deficiencies in this area. The consistency of these two models with the causal relationships found in implicit and explicit mental processes will next be examined in more detail.
Descriptions of CLARION and RA
As a first step, the architectures of the two models will be described in more detail.
CLARION model
The CLARION model has been implemented electronically and demonstrated a range of cognitive behaviours (Sun et al., 2001 ).
The high level architecture
The CLARION model contains three major components as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The top level and the bottom level both produce behavioral recommendations in response to an input condition, and a separate component selects which behavior to carry out.
Both top and bottom levels receive the same sensory inputs, generate behavioral recommendations, and receive feedback on the consequences of accepted recommendations. The bottom level encodes procedural rules using distributed representations. Each module within the level corresponds with a behavior, and is generally uninterpretable in symbolic terms. Modules are evolved by consequence feedback (i.e., by reinforcement learning; e.g., Watkins, 1989) . The top level of the architecture encodes propositional rules using symbolic representations. Each unit or module within the level has a clear conceptual meaning/interpretation (i.e., a semantic label). Conceptual units are established by selecting a generalized input condition which resulted in generation of a successful behavior by the bottom level, and coding it as a propositional rule leading to the same behavior. Such propositional rules can then also generate behaviors and can be evolved independently of modules in the bottom level. The two levels thus in time generate independent behavioral recommendations, and the selection component selects a behavior from the range of alternatives generated by the two levels.
The bottom level
Modules within the bottom level recommend alternative behaviors. In response to an input condition, the output from each module is a numeric value which can be interpreted as the relative value of the behavior corresponding with current input conditions. Modules are implemented as three layer backpropagation networks. The I/O mappings are acquired by reinforcement learning algorithms. Use of a reinforcement learning algorithm such as Q-learning (Watkins, 1989) allows sequential behaviors to emerge. The system can learn to take into account future steps in longer and longer sequences. The bottom level is more sensitive to subtle or complicated forms of information. Processes operating at this level may be aptly described as associative, complex, and fuzzy. The similarity of two items, defined as the similarity between their representational patterns, plays a major role, because connections between patterns direct the processing.
The top level
Modules within the top level consist of propositional rules. Each rule is implemented as a localist connectionist network. Rule learning occurs in response to input conditions. If some action decided by the bottom level is successful then the level extracts a rule that corresponds to the decision and adds the rule to the rule network. Then, in subsequent interactions with the world, the agent verifies the extracted rule by considering the outcome of applying the rule: if the outcome is not successful, then the rule should be made more specific and exclusive of the current case (shrinking); if the outcome is successful, the agent may try to generalize the rule to make it more universal (expansion). If two rules give similar results, they are merged. If a rule needs to be shrunk but cannot be without making it unresponsive to all input conditions, it is deleted. So rules are in effect discretized and thus crisp/binary.
One input condition may correspond with multiple rules. In these circumstances, one rule is chosen from the matching set (by voting or randomly). It is possible to follow exact rules. Processes in the top level are more crisp and discrete, and thus more precise, reliable and selective. The top level allows explicit control and manipulation (due to explicit, localist representation) for deciding, altering and controlling reasoning methods. Each node has a clear conceptual meaning/ interpretation (i.e., a semantic label).
Selection of behavior
The different characteristics of the two levels makes the combination of the outcomes from the two levels advantageous. This subsystem makes the final decision of which action to take by incorporating outputs from the two levels. The corresponding values for an action from the two levels are combined in a weighted sum. The top level indicates that its recommended action has an activation value, which is 0 or 1 because rules are binary, and the bottom level indicates that its recommended action has a numeric activation value. Stochastic decision making (with Boltzmann distribution) based on the weighted sums is then performed to select an action. Relative weights of the two levels can be automatically set based on the probability matching of the relative performance of the two levels (which is commonly observed in animal behavior). That is, if the success rate of the decisions made by the top level is sb and the success rate of the bottom level is st, then the weights are st=ðsb þ stÞ for the top level and sb=ðsb þ stÞ for the bottom level. At a particular moment (and in a particular task), whether the top level, the bottom level, or both are used may be altered by a number of factors (as known from the psychological literature) e.g., instructions, or situational demands such as complexity or multiplicity of tasks, and so on (Sun et al., 2001 ).
General properties of the model
As a preliminary to a more detailed comparison of the model with the psychological phenomena described in Section 6, the processes in the model which correspond with four major psychological processes are described in general terms. These processes are: acquisition of a skill; recognition that a perceived object or condition is familiar (i.e., has been perceived before); reminiscence of a past object or condition; and generation of verbal reports describing a mental state.
In the CLARION model, skills can be acquired by two different types of learning modes: topdown learning and bottom-up learning. In top-down learning, top-level knowledge is learned first and then assimilated into the bottom level. In bottom-up learning explicit knowledge is extracted from implicit knowledge in the bottom level which is learned through trial and error first. Depending on the circumstances there might be mixed learning (both top-down and bottom-up), separate learning (learning within each level separately), or no learning at all. Recognition that an object or condition is familiar depends upon the existence of a large number of rules in the top level which correspond with the condition, and/or knowledge in the neural networks in the bottom level. Recognition that a new condition closely resembles a particular past condition can be performed, first of all, at the bottom level, which is similarity-based and associative, but also through the interaction of the two levels which leads to the explicit recognition of what a new condition is similar to by bottom-up partial activation of top level nodes. Reminiscence of a past object or condition could be implemented by some top level nodes recommending activation of other nodes even in the absence of the input condition for those nodes, and speech could be implemented by top level nodes recommending generation of speech elements.
Description of RA model
The RA model has been implemented electronically and demonstrated a number of cognitive behaviours (Coward, 2000 (Coward, , 2001 .
The high level architecture
The RA has a major functional separation into two subsystems as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Clustering receives a sequence of input states which are sets of relatively raw sensory inputs. The subsystem defines and records specific combinations of the sensory inputs present within one input state. A signal is generated indicating the first recording and any subsequent repetition of a combination. Combinations are defined within a number of different ranges of complexity, where the complexity of a combination is the number of sensory inputs which contribute to it. Combinations are defined until every input state contains some recorded combinations within every range of complexity. Detection of combinations within some ranges of complexity determines when and where additional combinations will be recorded. Detection of combinations within other ranges of complexity form the outputs to competition. Competition interprets different subsets of its inputs from clustering as different behavioural recommendations, and selects one behaviour. Consequence feedback to competition is used to enhance interpretations and selections, but consequence feedback is not used to directly change the combinations recorded by clustering.
The clustering subsystem
Clustering is organized in a sequence of layers. The first layer selects, records and detects repetition of specific combinations of raw inputs, and subsequent layers select, record and detect specific combinations of the combinations detected by the previous layer. Each layer therefore selects, records and detects combinations within a different range of combination complexity. A combination is selected once and recorded, and subsequent possible changes to the combination are limited to ensure that the different functional meanings which have been assigned to the presence of the original combination by different recipients are not excessively distorted.
In order to prevent excessive recording, sophisticated processes are required to manage when and where combination recording or change can occur. These processes are controlled by signals indicating the level of detection of combinations within modules. A primary function of a modular structure of columns and areas which is overlaid on the layers is to provide this change management process. Some modules determine whether an adequate output from a layer is present and if so inhibit further recording in the layer. Some modules determine which other modules are the most appropriate location for recording and excite such recording. No behavioural knowledge is used in defining the combinations, so combinations will not correspond exactly with behavioural categories.
If the outputs to competition are significant but still inadequate to generate behaviour, there is an alternative to recording additional combinations. This alternative is to activate inactive combinations in early layers which were recorded when combinations currently active in later layers were also recorded, or were often active in the past when the currently active combinations were also active. This process introduces information derived from different input states which are similar to or were present at the same time as input states similar to the current input state. Invoking this process will in general be a behaviour which must be selected on the basis of current clustering outputs by the competition subsystem.
The competitive subsystem
The competitive subsystem is organized into modules corresponding with different behaviours. High level modules correspond with major types of behaviour (aggressive, avoidance, food seeking, etc.), the most detailed modules correspond with sequences of motor commands. Outputs from clustering are provided first to all high level modules. There is a competition between these modules which selects one behaviour type. The effect of this selection is to release clustering outputs corresponding with the selected behaviour type to all the modules corresponding with more specific behaviours of the selected type. A competition between these more detailed modules selects one more specific behaviour. Further stages of competition may select even more specific behaviours within the general type selected.
The competition process adds the weights assigned in each module to each input reaching the module from clustering and from other competition modules, and selects the module with the largest input weight. Subsequent consequence feedback changes the weights of inputs into the modules corresponding with the selected behaviour type. This weight change modulates the probability of similar sets of clustering outputs generating similar behaviour in the future. Note that the absence of direct consequence feedback to clustering plus the separation of competition into behaviour modules means that consequence feedback in response to one behaviour does not affect past consequence learning by other behaviours.
General properties of the RA model
In the RA, declarative knowledge corresponds in a general sense with the recording of combinations within clustering, and procedural knowledge with the relative weights of inputs to competition modules. However, expressing declarative knowledge requires use of competition weights, and accessing the weights requires activation of combinations in clustering. Skill acquisition is assignment of behavioural weights to existing and/or new combinations detected by clustering. Recognition that a perceived object or condition is familiar is based upon the degree of new combination recording required to generate an output from clustering. In reminiscence, the competition subsystem interprets its current clustering outputs as a recommendation to activate additional relatively simple combinations recorded in the past when currently active high complexity combinations were also recorded. These relatively simple combinations may in turn activate more complex combinations. The effect is to activate information recorded from objects similar to or present in the past at the same time as the currently perceived object. Enough information may be activated to generate a behaviour such as speaking the name of one such (remembered) object. Generation of speech requires activation of an adequate level of information derived from all the objects or conditions forming the subjects of speech.
Accounting for causal relationships at the highest level
In Sections 4 and 5 a number of causal relationships were identified at the levels of the definition of consciousness and the functional role of consciousness. This sections evaluates how causal relationships within the models correspond with these high level relationships. In summary these causal relationships are firstly that sensory input can cause a conscious activation, an unconscious activation, or both. Secondly, an unconscious activation can cause physical behaviour but not complex verbal reports. Thirdly, a conscious activation can cause physical behaviour or complex verbal reports. Fourthly, a conscious activation can generate other conscious activations of associated objects including self. Finally, there is a qualitative difference between unconscious and conscious activations in response to the same perceived object, and between conscious activations in response to the same object at different times. The complexity of a conscious activation and the differences between different conscious activations in response to the same object can cause complex verbal reports, but the details of the complexity are difficult to describe, or in other words cannot cause complex verbal reports.
CLARION model
In the CLARION model unconscious activations are activations in the bottom level, conscious activations are in the top level. Processes at either level can generate behaviour, but representations in the top level are more explicit and therefore more easily expressed in speech. The symbolic representations in the top level can readily generate other symbolic representations by associative inferential logic. The qualitative difference between local and distributed representations gives rise to the qualitative phenomenal differences between conscious and unconscious activations.
RA model
In the RA model, unconscious activations are activations within clustering which include only information combinations most similar to the currently perceived object. Conscious activations include this information plus a large population of somewhat less similar information which will typically include information combinations recorded in the past when objects with some degree of similarity to the currently perceived object were present or when other objects were present at the same time as the currently perceived object. However, the information derived from any other object will in general be a small subset of the information which would be activated in response to a direct perception of such an object. Both conscious and unconscious activations can generate physical behaviour via competition, but complex verbal reports require extensive activation of associated information. The conscious activation in response to a perceived object can contain enough information combinations derived from other objects to cause further conscious activations which in turn generate verbal reports of those objects. The qualitative difference between unconscious and conscious activations derives from the much larger volume of associated information combinations. In a given conscious activation there will be large numbers of subsets of the activation which are also subsets of an activation which could generate naming behaviour for a different object, but which are too small to generate such behaviour alone. The presence of many such subsets which are unable to generate verbal behaviour corresponds with the perception of complexity which cannot be expressed verbally in conscious experiences.
Accounting for causal relationships at more detailed psychological levels
It is not enough to account for a general difference between conscious and unconscious processes. A viable theory must demonstrate the capability to account for detailed psychological causal relationships. To illustrate this process, we will compare the ability of the two models to account for phenomena across the range of psychological processes discussed earlier.
Implicit and explicit perception
The causal relationships identified in Section 6.1 are firstly that sensory inputs can generate both a conscious and an unconscious activation at the same time. An unconscious activation may be generated by a different set of sensory inputs from the conscious activation, and multiple unconscious activations may be possible generated by different sensory input sets. Only a conscious activation can record information accessible by subsequent conscious activations. An unconscious activation performs enough semantic or equivalent processing to generate a cognitively appropriate change to the source of inputs to the conscious activation.
CLARION model
In CLARION, the bottom level can process information from different sources simultaneously, due to its modular structures. In order for information to be consciously accessible, however, it has to be represented at the top level. In the top level of CLARION, conceptual nodes perform meaning analysis and generate speech recommendations. Other nodes generate recommendations biasing the relative probability of acceptance of alternatives from the bottom levels, which processes all inputs but generates results which may not be accessible without the top level. Yet other nodes respond to external instructions. The shift of text shadowing from one ear to the other following meaning analysis rather than explicit instructions, as in the experiments of Triesman (1960) , can be modeled as the top-level nodes responsible for meaning analysis overruling nodes for following external instructions, which results in only information of consistent continuity, after processing by the bottom level, reaching the top level nodes.
RA model
In the RA model, multiple unconscious activations correspond with multiple independent populations of activated information combinations within clustering. In each population all activated combinations are present in the current sensory input from one domain. The extent of the conscious activation means that in general only one such population can be supported at a time. The extent of the conscious activation also means that any information recorded in clustering could include information derived from a wide range of different earlier perceptual conditions. Hence some of the recorded information could be activated by a later conscious activation generated by a repetition of one of those conditions. However, an unconscious activation can only include information derived strictly from the perceived condition. All unconscious activations generate outputs from clustering which can be interpreted by competition as recommendations to generate conscious activations. The source of sensory inputs to a conscious activation can therefore be switched immediately if the appropriate recommendation is accepted.
Implicit and explicit memory
The causal relationships identified in Section 6.2 are firstly that perception of a letter string can generate an unconscious activation, and the unconscious activation can generate a simple verbal behaviour. Information linking the unconscious activation to the behaviour makes subsequent behaviour generation more rapid. Secondly, perception of a word can also generate a conscious activation. Information is recorded which includes links between the word and the context in which the word was perceived. The ability to access this information declines rapidly with time. Thirdly, the conscious activation generated by a combination of a word and a reminder of a context can test whether information linking word and context was recorded in the past. Alternatively, a reminder of the context can activate information recorded when the context was present which may contain enough information to generate verbal reports of words perceived in that context.
CLARION model
In CLARION, explicit memory is in general driven by processes at the top level, while implicit memory is driven by bottom level processes. The faster time decay for explicit memory results from a higher decay parameter in the top level. Because of the separation between the levels, only a conscious activation can access information recorded during a previous conscious activation. The symbolic organization of information in the top level makes if effective for associative activations.
RA model
The increase in speed due to unconscious priming is a result of higher input weights in competition for the specific combinations within clustering which are present in the letter string. The combinations do not change, and the weights could only change if a similar behaviour under similar conditions occurred.
An information combination recorded during a conscious activation in response to a word may include information from the context in which the word is perceived, from the word, and from other words on the list immediately preceding the word. A subsequent activation of information derived from the context may contain enough information to generate a secondary activation containing much more information about a word on the list. The probability of subsequent associative activation of information within clustering is determined by the frequency of recent simultaneous activation, and the ability to activate information recorded during the test will therefore decline with time.
Implicit and explicit skill learning
The primary causal relationship identified in Section 6.3 is that it is possible to record two types of knowledge, often labeled declarative and procedural, which are not always consistent with each other. Conscious activations can access declarative knowledge, but unconscious activations cannot. Both conscious and unconscious activations can generate physical behaviour and record procedural knowledge, but procedural knowledge is not directly accessible to conscious activations. Conscious and unconscious activations may generate inconsistent behaviours, in which case the unconscious activation is generally more consistent with current procedural knowledge.
CLARION model
The CLARION model was originally developed in the context of skill learning, and allows learning of skills of varying complexity. It provides a model for initial implicit learning shifting to explicit learning with a bottom-up learning mechanism that extracts explicit rules from neural networks (Sun et al., 2001) , and vice versa. Inconsistencies between explicit and implicit knowledge could arise through learning differences between the two levels (that is, reinforcement learning vs. rule learning). It provided a process by which declarative knowledge can accelerate the acquisition of implicit knowledge and vice versa through simultaneous use of two sets of learning and performance mechanisms (Sun et al., 2001 ).
RA model
Unconscious activations in clustering include only information combinations actually present in the currently perceived sensory condition. Skill learning has associated competition weights in favour of skilled behaviour with these combinations. In order to generate a complex verbal report, the activation must be expanded to include a much larger population of combinations which are not present in the current sensory condition. The combinations in this larger population will not have been present as often during skill learning, and the weights of these combinations into different possible behaviours will therefore not have been as well adjusted to generate the most appropriate skilled behaviour. A conscious activation may therefore result in a different, less skilled behaviour.
For a highly skilled behaviour, a conscious activation can therefore only be present if the skill is not operating at its highest level. Furthermore, conscious activations cannot access relative weight information directly because the weights are not represented as combinations which can be activated. Complex verbal reports can therefore only describe less skilled versions of behaviour.
Early learning can be accelerated by conscious activations, because expanded activations can help identify and record the types of combination most likely to provide discrimination between conditions in which different skilled behaviours are required.
Correspondence with physiology
The issues here are whether a model maps into known physiology. If so, firstly there should be a functional correspondence between the major subsystems of the model and major neural structures such as cortex and subcortical structures. When there are activations in a model subsystem which cause activations in another subsystem there should be a causal relationship between activations in the corresponding neural structures. Secondly, there should be functional correspondence between more detailed subsystems of the model and the substructures of major neural structures such as layers, areas and columns in the cortex and nuclei in the basal ganglia and thalamus. Thirdly there should be functional correspondence between devices used in the model and physiological neurons.
CLARION model
The central role of modularity in motor control learning has been argued from the neurophysiological standpoint (e.g., Wolpert & Kawato, 1998) . In relation to the methods of modularization used in CLARION, it has been argued that such modules reside mainly in the supplementary motor area, while the selection of modules is likely done in the basal ganglia (see, e.g., Bapi & Doya, 1999) . However, Houk, Adams, and Barto (1995) suggested that action modules resided in the basal ganglia in the form of matrix regions. The learning (both the updating of modules and the updating of the module selection mechanism) is likely to be controlled by processes in the pre-supplementary motor area (Nakahara, Doya, Hikosaka, & Nagano, 1997) .
There has been indications that in the human brain, the temporal lobe is often correlated with consciously controlled sequence learning (Keele, Ivry, Hazeltine, Mayr, & Heuer, 1998) . In implicit memory research, however, it is found that explicit recall of sequences is often correlated with frontal lobe activities (Posner, DiGirolamo, & Fernandez-Duque, 1997 ). Thus, it may well be the case that the temporal lobe and/or the frontal lobe are both responsible for the explicit processing corresponding to the top level of CLARION. The bottom level of the model, responsible for implicit processing, is likely distributed across a wide range of brain regions including the pre-supplementary motor area, the supplementary motor area, and the motor cortex (Nakahara et al., 1997) .
RA model
The RA model requires a major separation between clustering and competition. Clustering is a modular hierarchy in which devices that permanently record conditions are organized into layers, columns and areas which group conditions by degree of similarity in such a way that detection of conditions can be used both to recommend behaviours and to determine when and where additional conditions will be recorded. Major clustering subsystems generate attention focus, general behavioural, and specific behavioural recommendations. Permanent recording of conditions creates the need for a resource management function, and damage to this function would result in a specific range of behavioural and memory deficits. Ensuring minimization of information exchange within clustering requires a management process which includes a periodic rerun of selections of past experiences. Competition is separated into three components which select the currently most appropriate attention focus, general behaviour type, and specific behaviour within the general type from the alternatives provided by clustering.
The cortex separation into sensory, associative and motor subsystems and organization into layers, areas and columns (Calvin, 1995) resembles the clustering architecture. The thalamus, basal ganglia, and cerebellum subcortical structures have functions (Kingsley, 2000) resembling those of the competition subsystems. Damage to the hippocampus results in deficits strongly resembling those produced by damage to the resource management subsystem (Coward, 1990) . The requirement that cortex neurons select and permanently record specific combinations of inputs requires experimental test.
Discussion
It has been argued that a scientific theory of consciousness requires a hierarchy of consistent causal descriptions of phenomena on many levels from the level of phenomenal consciousness to psychological and physiological levels, in which the deeper levels have lower information density but higher descriptive complexity. A consistent description at one level alone is necessary but not sufficient to demonstrate theoretical viability. It has been further argued that biological brains are likely to have been constrained into simple functional architectures (successive levels of isomorphic descriptions) by the needs to be constructed, to recover from damage, and to learn without undesirable side effects, and that the hierarchy of descriptions implicit in such architectures can be the basis for such a scientific theory.
The outlines of such a theory at high levels has been constructed with causal relationships for access consciousness as the highest level description, and such relationships within perception, memory, and learning as the next level. The framework for causal relationships at the physiological and neural levels has been briefly discussed. Causal relationships which could be a mechanistic basis for phenomenal consciousness have been suggested, although much more detail remains to be worked out.
It has then been argued that many current cognitive models may not have the capability to support these causal relationships, and may therefore be inadequate as the basis for a scientific theory. Two current models have been demonstrated to have some capabilities of this type: CLARION and RA. The capabilities of these models to account for the observed causal relationships were then compared.
The comparison shows that both models can account for phenomena on multiple levels, but the model architectures and approaches are radically different.
In CLARION, the perceived complexity of phenomenal experience and the difficulty of verbal reports of that complexity are due to the complexity of the multimodal activation states corresponding with conscious experience. In RA the complexity and verbal description difficulty are generated by the population of fragmentary associated information which is activated in conscious experiences around the core of directly perceived information.
In CLARION, the observed differences between implicit and explicit perception, memory, and skill learning are generated by the location of symbolic and distributed information, behaviour and learning in separate subsystems. In RA there is no internal symbolic information. The different processes are generated by a combination of differences between conscious and unconscious activations and differences in the way information is recorded in two separate subsystems.
In CLARION there is a major separation between top level, bottom level and behaviour selection subsystems. The top level can provisionally be identified with temporal and frontal lobes, the bottom level with various motor areas, and behaviour selection with the basal ganglia. In RA, the major separation between clustering and competition can be identified with the separation between cortex and subcortical structures such as the thalamus, basal ganglia, and cerebellum. Clustering requires layers, columns and areas corresponding with those observed in the cortex.
At the device level, CLARION is a connectionist theory. Devices receive inputs which are outputs from other devices and generate outputs if the total input weight exceeds a threshold.
Learning occurs by modification of input weights. In RA, similar device algorithms are used in competition, but in clustering the primary learning algorithm is that a device records specific active input combinations when appropriate change management signals are present, and generates an output in response to any repetition of a recorded combination.
CLARION thus has the advantage of greater conceptual simplicity and explanatory parsimony. RA has the advantage of a stronger potential for consistency with neural substructures such as cortex layers, areas and columns. Further work is required to create different predictions by the two models for the same cognitive or physiological phenomena, which would make it possible to compare such models based on detailed experimental results.
This paper has developed a number of suggestions of possibilities for theories of consciousness, based on theoretical and experimental work on computational models. Much more detail on these suggestions remains to be worked out, but we believe that these suggestions will provoke further thoughts and experimental work on various aspects of consciousness.
Conclusions
Firstly, a scientific theory of consciousness requires construction of a hierarchy of consistent causal descriptions from physiology through a series of intermediate levels to conscious phenomena. It is inadequate to only look for neural correlates of consciousness or to model cognitive data without reference to physiological plausibility or phenomenological analysis. Secondly, although entire conscious processes could in principle be described end-to-end in detail in terms of the activities of large populations of neurons, such descriptions would not be comprehensible to a human intelligence. Scientific understanding depends upon the selection of key elements of conscious phenomena and the creation of intermediate models for such elements. Thirdly, the two example theories, CLARION and RA, demonstrate that such a research program is feasible, and have properties which may become parts of an eventual full scientific theory.
